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Abstract
A general purpose beam telescope of new generation has been constructed and
tested. All reference planes of the telescope are based on CMOS Monolithic
Pixel Sensors (MAPS), fabricated for this application using AMS 0.35 µm
OPTO process. Some of the sensors have been thinned down to about 50 µm,
using commercially available post-processing. Present delivery status of the
sensors is given in this report. It includes also the status of auxiliary
electronics PCBs and the User Manual of MimoTEL, the standard reference
sensor for the Telescope Demonstrator Phase.
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1 Introduction
A Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) integrates, on the same substrate, the detector
element with the processing electronics. The key element is the use of N-well/P-substrate
diode to collect through thermal diffusion the charge generated by the impinging particle in
thin, undepleted (epitaxial) silicon layer underneath the readout electronics [1]. The device
ability to provide charged particle tracking has been demonstrated on series of MIMOSA
(standing for Minimum Ionizing MOS Active sensor) chip prototypes [2-4]. Excellent
tracking performances were experimentally verified [5], with measured spatial resolution
down to 1.5µm for 20µm pixel pitch. Such devices may now be easily optimized and
fabricated in a cost effective way, using standard CMOS processes available through many
commercial microelectronics companies.
The idea of using MAPS as a sensor plane for the construction of a new generation of high
precision, portable and equipped with flexible DAQ beam telescopes has been brought by
EUDET Collaboration. The telescope, consisting of up to six reference planes, should be
optimized for medium energy particle beams, as an electron beam line at DESY (6 GeV
maximum). A dedicated study was performed to understand the position resolution in the
telescope, in order to optimize its performance by choice of the best plane setup. The
approach is based on novel analytical track fitting method, taking into account multiple
Coulomb scattering effects [6].
In the first implementation of the EUDET telescope, called the demonstrator phase, the
reference planes are based on two types of specially developed and optimized sensors:
MimoTEL (called also Mimosa17) and Mimosa18 (known as a high resolution tracker). In
both of them, very standard analog serial readout architecture of pixel has been chosen. From
the beginning a great importance has been given to provide sensors as thin as possible, in
order to minimize particle scattering and improve tracking quality. The choice of MAPS shall
allow reaching the thickness of a single reference plane of much less than 100 µm of silicon.

2 Engineering run AMS-0.35 µm OPTO
The pixel sensors for the telescope have been fabricated using AMS 0.35 OPTO process.
The AMS-0.35µm OPTO process has been chosen for several reasons. It is an advanced
mixed-signal CMOS process, providing four metal layers, two polysilicon layers, highresistivity polysilicon and two types of transistor gates (3.3 V and 5 V). The N-well/p-epi
diodes are optimized for a low dark current at room temperature. The feature of a special
interest is epitaxial layer having more than 10 µm thickness. Such a thick epitaxial layer
should provide a comfortable charge signal from passing minimum ionizing particles. The
process is available through multi-project submission runs at Austria Micro Systems which
allows easy and cheap prototyping.
The first sensor used by EUDET collaboration as a standard reference plane of their
telescope is called MimoTEL. It consists of 256 x 256 pixel array having a 30 µm pitch in
both direction and providing a continuous sensitivity area of 7.6 x 7.6 mm2. The other one
(Mimosa18) is optimized for high resolution tracking. It consists of 512 x 512 pixels, with a
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pixel pitch of 10 µm. A continuous tracking sensitive area with this device is of 5 x 5 mm2. In
both sensors, a simple read out architecture is used (Fig.3). It consists of a 2-transistor pixel
cell (half of a source follower plus a readout selection switch) connected to the charge
collecting Nwell diode, continuously biased by another diode (forward biased) implemented
inside charge sensing Nwell. The size of the sensing Nwell diode is of 4.4 x 3.4 µm, close to
the minimum size required by the DRC rules of this process.

Figure 1. Pixel circuit of sensors for the EUDET demonstrator phase beam telescope.

The signal information from each pixel is serialized by a circuit (one per sub-array), which
can withstand up to a 25 MHz readout clock frequency. This provides respectively for the
MimoTEL and Mimosa18 a full frame readout time of 800 µs and 3 ms (with four parallel
outputs present in both). In this architecture, the frame readout time is equal to the signal
integration window. Information from two consecutive frames was read out: one frame before
and one frame after each trigger. A data analysis based on the correlated double sampling
(CDS) method was used for hit reconstruction.
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Figure 2. Layout of the single reticle from June 2006 IPHC engineering submission, containing several MAPS
prototypes for different applications.

The MimoTEL and the high resolution tracker (Mimosa18, called also Imager10µ) was
part of an engineering run submitted by IPHC in June 2006. Figure 4 shows the layout of a
single reticle (2 x 2 cm2 silicon area) from this submission, which contains several other
sensors. The biggest one (MimoSTAR3, 320 x 640 pixel array, 30 µm pitch) is a prototype
devoted for microvertex detector upgrade of the STAR experiment at RHIC (Brookhaven
National Laboratory). Two types of wafers were used for this engineering submission: a
“standard” wafers with 14 µm epitaxy and an “experimental” wafers with 20 µm epitaxy. To
our knowledge, it is the thickest epitaxy layer available through commercial CMOS process.
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3 Status of the delivery and tests of sensors
Immediately after reception of six wafers from AMS at the and of October 2006, two
wafers (one with 14 µm epitaxy and one with 20 µm epitaxy) has been diced and chips
bonded to the readout PCBs (proximity boards). Each sensor was electrically tested in the
laboratory prior to the high-energy particles tracking tests. The standard calibration procedure
using 5.9 keV X-rays from a 55Fe source has been applied in order to measure basic
parameters of the sensor. Equivalent noise charge (ENC) was found to be equal to 15 ± 1
electrons (10 ± 1 electrons) at room temperature, for the signal integration time of 1 ms (4 ms)
respectively for MimoTEL and Mimosa18. A dark current, measured directly (MimoTEL) or
estimated from the measured temperature dependence of the ENC (Mimosa18) of the sensing
diode in this condition is of few dozens fA (MimoTEL) and less than 0.5 fA (Mimosa18).
Only in case of MimoTEL, the corresponding shot noise contributes substantially to the
thermal noise of the input transistor. The difference in dark current between two devices
comes from the difference in design (layout) of the diode: it is a standard Nwell diode in case
of Mimosa18 and radiation-tolerant diode in case of MimoTEL. Charge collection efficiency
from epitaxy has been studied as function of cluster size and was found very different for two
types of wafers (Figure 3). This is in particular the case of seed (central) pixel of a cluster,
where the observed peak position from X-rays photons converted in epitaxy is substantially
lower for 20 µm epitaxy type. This effect will severely limit expected increase of a signal
charge from minimum ionizing particles traversing thicker epitaxy layer. During calibration
phase of the Mimosa18 prototype, a new feature of X-rays spectrum was observed. It consists
of characteristic double-peak (in addition to the third small peak at the right, corresponding to
full charge collection), clearly visible in case of 2x2 and 3x3 clusters. This double-peak is
much more pronounced in case of 20 µm epitaxy. The explanation for this effect is still to be
found. During this phase of testing, it was found that the foundry by mistake didn’t implement
one of required layer, high resistivity polysilicon. This missing layer has no influence on
Mimosa18; it has not been applied in that sensor. For MimoTEL a small modification on
PCB was required in order to provide one additional reference voltage, impossible to generate
internally without high resistivity polysilicon. In order to correct the mistake, another
production run was started at AMS in February 2007, with six wafers delivered in April. This
run is referenced as “2007 submission”.
After testing in laboratory, the telescope sensors has been intensely studied during 2007
at high energy beams at DESY and at CERN. The results, not discussed in this report, have
been already presented and published [7, 8].
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a.

b.
Figure 3. Distribution of collected charge generated by 5.9 keV photons as a function of cluster size, for
two types of epitaxial wafers for MimoTEL sensor (a) and for Mimosa18 sensor (b).

The thickness of the sensors as delivered by the foundry is of 700 µm, not very optimum
from the point of view of application for medium energy particle tracking. Therefore, several
reticles from one of the delivered wafers were thinned down to less than 100 µm, using
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commercially available post-processing step. Figure 4 shows a micro-photography of a
Mimosa18 sensor thinned down to about 50 µm, glued on top of supporting PCB and wire
bonded to the interface electronics. As seen on bottom picture, an internal mechanical stress
of the device generates a visible bowing effect, with estimated amplitude of more than 100
µm. This effect is expected to be largely removed by more adequate choice of tooling for the
gluing operation. However, for the construction of large area ultra-light objects, like several
tens of sq. cm ladders for any microvertex application, this may be of serious concern.

Figure 4. Mimosa18 thinned down to 50 µm, mounted and wire bonded on supporting PCB.

The laboratory test phase was also very useful for the estimation of sensor production yield.
In fact, out of 18 MimoTELs and out of 20 Mimosa18 assembled and tested sensors
(including two M18 devices thinned down to 50 µm) all were found to be fully functional.
Among MimoTELSs two sensors were showing important amount of dead pixels. In case of
all assembled Mimosa18, the number of dead pixels was always smaller than 0.1%.
Appendix_A and Appendix_B show present status of all assembled chips. Appendix_C
presents a picture of Mimosa18 mounted on PCB (including a scheme of its readout
direction). The first version of MimoTEL User Manual is included as Appendix_D.

4 Status of delivery of PCBs
In order to be able to assemble the telescope set-up, a set of PCB (Printed Circuit Board)
has been developed. It consists of several elements, shown in Figure 5. The proximity board
(separate for MimoTEL and Mimosa18) is used for mechanical mounting and wire bonding of
sensors. It contains passive components for power and control lines stabilization and buffers
for outgoing analog signals. The Auxiliary PCB (common for both sensors) is used for
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generation of power supply, it provides buffers for digital controls and second level buffers
for analog signals. Another two boards (ClockTree and ClockRoot) are used only for
laboratory test set-up and for the back-up version of data acquisition system of the telescope.

Figure 5. Schematic view of PCBs required building the demonstrator phase telescope.

In total 30 sets of front-end boards has been produced; one set contains one proximity board
for MimoTEL, one proximity board for Mimosa18 and one Auxiliary board. It has been all
assembled and tested between IPHC and DESY electronics workshop and are now available
for the Collaboration. In addition to this, five sets of ClockTree and ClockRoot PCB have
been supplied by IPHC for the laboratory tests.

5 Conclusion
Production, assembling and delivery of sensors for the demonstrator went quite
smoothly and is by now almost finished. The only on-going activity is thinning of sensors
to less than 100 µm, detailed study of effects of thinning on the sensor global
performance and better (full statistics) estimation of the production yield. In order to
improve the later one (it is below our expectation for the big sensor), we plan to have
intense investigation of the layout, in collaboration with AMS technology service.
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Appendix A:
Delivery status of MimoTEL sensors

Sensor
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Epi
thickness
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ

Status

Holding Inst.

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Pixel yield!
Pixel yield!
OK!
OK!
OK!
OK!
OK!
Not tested
Not tested
Not tested

IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
Ferrara
DESY
DESY
DESY
DESY
DESY
DESYÆIPHC
DESY
DESY
DESY
DESY
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
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Comments

missing

to be changed
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Appendix B:
Delivery status of Mimosa18 sensors
Sensor
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Epi
thickness
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
14 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ
20 µ

Status

Holding Inst.

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
DESY
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
Frankfurt
Frankfurt
Frankfurt
Oregon
Oregon
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
IPHC
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Comments

6*1012 n/cm2
1013 n/cm2

Run 2007
Run 2007: thinned to 50µm
Run 2007: thinned to 50µm
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Appendix C:
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Appendix D:
MimoTEL User Manual
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